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Editorial : Confronting and Finding
a Way Out of Global Coronavirus Crisis
This must now be a permanent priority and also to be followed by
global political collaboration. Free market liberalism is failed as
states massively intervene to avert economic meltdown. A new
balance of national self-sufficiency and open globalisation should
be developed to tackle the existential threats we face today. Rediscovery of the communal and local, simpler life-styles, and greater
protection of Nature and animal welfare, will hopefully all be
lasting results of the pandemic.

Under Corona-virus' relentless global impact, the world has
changed and will continue to do so, heightening the impact of
human-made crises [9/11, Iraq War, 2008 Crash, mass migration,
unprecedented rich-poor divide] and igniting new forces for
upheaval and danger. The latter range from the US/West-China
'new Cold War', pervasive weakening even paralysis of international institutions as nation-states tackle the virus virtually alone,
unprecedented re-appraisal of globalisation [which enabled the
worldwide pandemic], and radical questioning of democracy as
contrasted with China's 'effective authoritarianism'.

In this hugely challenging context, what should be the Peace
Movement's role? Pushing politicians to realise cooperation and
common interests are wiser and more fruitful than confrontation
and hostile rhetoric [notably vis-a-vis China, Iran, Russia, North
Korea]; making nuclear arms reduction and control a priority again
[good to know Putin and Trump are discussing this]; pressing for a
revitalised UN to grip raging conflicts and looming dangers;
informing and arousing public opinion to back such initiatives this is a busy enough agenda!

The pandemic has unleashed a vast humanitarian hunger and
health crisis upon developed and developing nations, triggered a
1929-style global recession not yet fully manifest, and sidelined
over-arching climate change. Enfeeblement of UN has left ongoing
conflicts - Yemen, Syria, Israel-Palestine - and simmering tensions between Russia and US/West, and Islamic world and the West dangerously unresolved.

In this ever-changing situation, Uniting for Peace will play its part.
As soon as possible, a 're-launch event' will be held in London
[including postponed 2020 AGM]. Your support of UfP is
welcomed and much appreciated.

In short, the human community faces a multi-dimensional global
crisis without precedent since 1945 - yet with international leadership totally absent.
Some glimmers of light are evident. Despite World Health Organisation's relative ineffectiveness [except as information focus],
international scientific cooperation has blossomed in the anti-virus
fight:

-- Vijay Mehta (Chair, UfP) and
Rev. Brian Cooper (Vice President, UfP)

Book Review:
Hiroshima 1945 - Memory, Menace and Challenge
In this 75th anniversary year of the atomic bombing of Japan, I
recall my visits to Hiroshima and Nagasaki [1977 and 1987], when
I experienced bustling modern cities with no evident scars of their
August 1945 horrors - but the latter given respectful remembrance
by poignant statues in beautiful gardens and historical reference in
dedicated museums. Their 'lest we forget' message was brought
home to me especially strongly when visiting Hiroshima's 'A-Bomb
hospitals' - special centres whose patients were both elderly
survivors ['hibakusha'] of the August 6 atomic catastrophe and
younger ones born after 1945 with genetic problems. [As many
people have died since 1945 as at the time].

alarmed by such apocalyptic ideas - "I don't want to be the one
who initiates Armageddon" - was thus influenced towards
late-1980s nuclear disarmament talks with Gorbachev.
Lack of mention of this faith dimension is serious omission from
THE AGE OF HIROSHIMA, essays by scholars worldwide edited by
Princeton historians Michael D. Gordin and G. John Ikenberry. With
this caveat, this multi-disciplinary study across history, politics,
diplomacy and science much illumines understanding of the
"Hiroshima phenomenon", reverberating down the decades as
Memory, Menace and Challenge.
Three sections - 'Decisions and Choices', 'Movements and Resistances', 'Revolutions and Transformations' - examine the Bomb's
political-military contexts; Japanese, other Asian and European
perspectives; China, and the continuing nuclear shadow. US
decision-making towards the Bomb shows a Truman constrained
by Roosevelt's earlier decisions, its use becoming almost inevitable
[yet he could have agreed a non-lethal demonstration of its
awesome power, as some scientists urged]. Roosevelt's exclusion
of USSR from decision-making on the Bomb is revealed as true
origin of the Cold War: all post-1945 East-West divisions and suspicions flowed from that decision, expressing Rooselvelt's determination USA emerge from the war as the world's supreme military
and economic power. Notions the nuclear strike against Japan had
racial motivation must be set aside: the Bomb project was originally conceived to defeat Nazi Germany. Haunted by Hiroshima, Japan
upheld its unique Peace Constitution; its Atoms for Peace Aid
Program sought restored relations with Asian states afflicted by its

Like the fall of Rome and 'discovery' of the Americas, the atomic
destruction of the two cities and at least a quarter-million of their
citizens, was transformative in world history - ending World War
Two and ushering the new era of humanity under the potentially
terminal nuclear menace. [While especially intense in the
1945-1989 Cold War, this will persist as long as nuclear weapons
stocks persist].
The power of military technology to destroy all human life on this
planet - in religious terms the blasphemous power to end Divinely-given Creation on our world - has prompted much faith reflection. When the A-Bomb was first exploded, its prime creator Robert
Oppenheimer quoted the Baghavad Ghita: "I am become Death,
Destroyer of Worlds". US Christians have undertaken aid and reconciliation projects to Japan; liberal Protestant theologians have
probed "Hiroshima and the Darkness of God"; for many US Protestant fundamentalists, Hiroshima signified Biblical "End Times",
even portending Christ's Second Coming. President Reagan,
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essential to have a sound knowledge of the present situation because
nothing can be deeply transformed without an in depth insight into it.
In whose hands has power really been placed? And what about energy
sources? To whom do large extensions of land belong? What about the
big media? And the huge industrial/armament consortium?

Continued from page 1
3. Culture of Peace and equal dignity. “I participate, therefore
I exist”.
The Declaration and Programme of Action on a Culture of Peace,
approved by the UN General Assembly on 13 September 19992
includes several education measures, actions aimed at promoting the
awareness and exercise of human rights, gender equality, freedom of
speech, a sustainable development... This was the best way to
celebrate the 55th anniversary of the United Nations and UNESCO
whose main role is “building the defences of peace”.

Recently the world has taken a sharp “turn” in many areas: demographics; the social gap; pandemics; new “actors” on the world stage: large
multinational private corporations and media magnates at a global
and continental scale; domestic conflicts that should require some
action from United Nations - and only from United Nations - in the
event of genocide, massive human rights violation or the absence of
government. Today it has become clear - and therein lies some expectation of change, albeit tenuous - that it will not be possible to straighten out current gloomy trends if present continues to prevail over
future, force over word, economy over politics, arbitrariness over the
voice of the citizens. The other world we long for will not come true
unless we establish a new social contract (allowing to immediately
tackle the problems of hunger, AIDS, dengue fever, malaria... those
"silent wars” that kill thousands of human beings every day); a new
environmental contract (with “alliances” enabling us to gather in just a
few hours the technical and specialized human resources from several
neighbouring countries that are needed to deal with natural disasters
such as forest fires, pests, floods, etc. or man-made disasters such as
the washing out of waste produced by “cracks” in offshore oil tankers);
and new cultural and ethical contracts 4 .
Let’s not fool ourselves: the reform we need isn’t just a “technical” issue.
It will have to be based on democratic principles. This is the only way to
succeed in transforming fear, pain and indignation into an individual
action, the daily decision to strengthen democracy through citizenship participation, understanding, dialogue and an attitude of permanent search, with the confidence based on our capacity to think, to
anticipate, to innovate and to create that are unique to mankind.

In 1995, on the occasion of its 50th anniversary, UNESCO participated
very actively in the Beijing World Conference on Women, it also
promoted and contributed to the holding of the World Summit for
Social Development in Copenhagen; and its General Conference
unanimously adopted the “Declaration on Tolerance” 3, whose first
article sets forth with great foresight the everlasting foundations
allowing all human beings —who are all different from each other and,
therefore, unique and who are tied by the “democratic principles” set
forth by the Constitution of UNESCO— to live in peace, both as individuals and collectivities. All human beings equal in dignity: this is the
key... Herein lies the challenge!
Now we may express ourselves freely thanks to the modern digital
technology, we are no longer passive witnesses but have become full
citizens who participate and stand up firmly and efficiently for our
opinions, instead of being distracted, misinformed individuals, who
are manipulated by the omnipotent and omnipresent influence of the
“great powers” (military, financial, energetic, media).
Now individuals can participate, this being the foundation of democracy. They know what is happening at a planetary scale... And they
have become citizens of the world. And women, with their inherent
qualities, are on the stage. They are at last on the political stage. They
have gradually reached equality... One of the main foundations of
peace is distributive justice, sharing more fairly. The new technologies
imply a greater exposure to “distracting” news, which account to a
great extent for the “shame” of the “globalisation of indifference”
mentioned by Pope Francis.

With their best will, some citizens offer a helping hand to those most in
need. This is great and it should happen more often. But what we need
is global politics regulated by United Nations, because what the poorest
expect from us —and deserve— is justice, to be counted and to be
taken into account.

Restating the words of Descartes, I like to say the following: “I participate, therefore I exist”. If I don’t participate, I don’t exist as a citizen.
People are counted (in elections, in opinion polls) but they are not
taken into account. To say what should be said, to participate, to help
building sound democracies, we must have access to an education
whose aim is to promote daily attitudes and behaviours of conciliation, understanding, listening.

Only a strong and well coordinated System of the United Nations can
guarantee the security of peace in every country. The peace of security
is equal to silence, fear, suspicion and distrust. To achieve the security
of peace, it is essential to place the best armies under the blue flag of
United Nations, whenever a military action is unavoidable. And to have
available the most advanced intelligence services so that compliance
with international laws can be ensured with the most sophisticated
punitive mechanisms. To ensure that all agencies of the UN System are
fulfilling their original mission; that they lend an ear to the peoples;
that they receive the best counselling to be able to foresee, to prevent.
This would be an extraordinarily important step in the history of
mankind; and of the democratic United States of America. It would
mean that the dream of Presidents Wilson and Roosevelt has been
fulfilled. And, more importantly, the dream of billions of human
beings 5.

We are lacking of too many things —said Blas de Otero—, but we can
still resort on word. Today at last the voice of each and everyone. Today
at last a great clamour is possible. Today at last, when we are urged by
situations such as the ongoing coronavirus epidemics and the bad
omens for the Earth’s habitability, we will be taken into account. The
time is about to come to build together the defences of peace —as we
were entrusted to do by the Constitution of the UNESCO— based on
justice, on the equal dignity of all human beings, on freedom of
expression, “on the capacity of each individual to lead his own life” as
so precisely and beautifully said by Francisco Giner de los Ríos.

5. A duty of memory
It is essential to apply on time the lessons from the past. To remember
after the storm what could have been done and was not. The scientific
community has in this respect an irreplaceable role to play to ensure
that appropriate measures are timely taken to deal with global ecological, health and nutrition threats... We have today the pressing and
unavoidable duty to stop the gradual deterioration of ecological
conditions, the quality of life on Earth.

4. “Democratic principles”
The preamble of the UNESCO Constitution states that humanity must
be guided by the "democratic principles of justice, liberty, equality and
solidarity". And it clarifies that what is needed is an “intellectual and
moral solidarity" because an intellectual approach based on knowledge is not enough but it must inevitably be paired with some ethical
references. From now on, those who govern us must have firmly established in their conscience and perspective the equal dignity of all
human beings. And now that all citizens can express themselves freely,
they must never again tolerate the ethical collapse produced by an
unequal and anachronistic system that continues to produce great
social pain. In both cases, knowledge (instead of unverified information) and education (instead of training) are the key requirements. It is
2 h�p://www.fund-culturadepaz.org/spa/DOCUMENTOS/DECLARACIONES,
%20RESOLUCIONES/Declaracion_CulturadPaz.pdf
3 h�p://portal.unesco.org/es/ev.php-URL_ID=13175&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL
_SECTION=201.html

We are facing a situation that allows no deferment or shortcuts.
UNESCO has played a very important and somehow visionary role.
In 1947 UNESCO created the International Union for the Conservation
of Nature (IUCN) and it later launched the Geological, Hydrological,
Oceanographic Plans...the great programme “Man and the
Biosphere”...; In 1972 Aurelio Peccei, founder of the Club of Rome,
4 Mayor F., “Un mundo nuevo” (2000).
5 h�p://federicomayor.blogspot.com/2020/01/
order-urgente-establecimiento -de-un.html
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current trends. There are times when we have to use our imagination
and courage to make come true what seems wrongful to those who
are stuck in inertia and still intend to use old remedies for new pathologies. Every good ruler should pay attention, in the first place, to
processes that can lead to irretrievable damage.

Continued from page 3
warned about the “limits of growth”; and in 1979 United States Nation
al Academy of Sciences informed that carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses emissions had not only experienced a dangerous
increase but - what was even worst - the oceans recapture capacity
was significantly decreasing... The most serious issue today is the
trivialisation of the irreversibility of processes that can cause an irretrievable deterioration of conditions which are essential for a normal life.

It is an essential issue. The awareness about intergenerational solidarity.
Millions of women and men all over the Planet must make it clear that
they will not tolerate any irreversible damage to our ecological
environment. The future is still to be done. Every unique human being
capable of creating, there lies our hope.

“Commit yourselves!” was the final message from Stephan Hessel. “You
will have to change direction and embark on a new ship”, added José
Luis Sampedro. Well, the time has finally come for young people to
raise their voices and to participate. In demonstrations, but specially
though their proposals. There are reasons for hope because
everything seems to indicate that these radical changes are beginning
to take hold among young people. The time has come for solutions.
There’s no need for further diagnoses...

6. Efficient multilateralism: this is the solution.
Because I have a deep knowledge of potentially irreversible processes
- in 1968, I decided to put in place the detection and treatment of
metabolic disorders responsible for severe neural deterioration-I
already warned some time ago which were going to be the big
challenges humanity would have to face and I mentioned that they
would only be solved with a democratic multilateralism allowing us to
start a new era where the power of reason will prevail against the
power of force, and weapons shall be replaced by words, thus allowing
us to assume our unavoidable intergenerational responsibilities at a
global scale.

The time has come to lend an ear to scientists, to trust them and take
the urgent measures that any potentially irreversible process requires.
Using electric cars and renewable sources of energy, reducing the
huge military expenses and reassigning them in caring for the Earth
and in the big priorities mentioned above that are typical of a sustainable and humane global development.

The present time calls for our intergenerational solidarity. It is essential
to reach every agreement required to prevent us from reaching points
of no return and, thus, from making an inconceivable historical
mistake. President Obama urged prompt action when he said: “We are
the first generation confronted with this challenge - the climate
change— and the last one that can cope with it”. And Pope Francis
stated, in his Encyclical “Laudatio Si” about the ecological situation: “we
must take action because tomorrow might be too late”.

A duty of memory. The time has come to look ahead. To look into the
eyes of boys and girls, and be ready to take firm action and never give
up. I often quote Eduardo Galeano’s account of a school trip: while
getting off the bus, a girl, who sees the sea for the first time, pulls up
her teacher's skirt and says: “Help me see!" Helping each other to look
at the children and teenagers so that they become our source of
inspiration, the constant reference of our daily behaviour.

In the Anthropocene, ensuring the habitability of the Earth and a
dignified life for all human beings is an essential responsibility because
the foundation of all human rights is the equal dignity regardless of
sex, skin colour, religion, ideology, age... It would be a historical and
irreparable mistake not to do everything possible to prevent the
legacy of the Anthropocene from being a seriously deteriorated standard of life, with totally inefficient governance systems entrusted to
plutocratic groups consisting of 6, 7, 8 or 20 countries, under whose
cover lies the worldwide hegemony that has always been pursued by
United States Republican Party.

We are currently facing a coronavirus pandemics - COVID-19 - and we
should not forget the many lessons this global crisis has taught us.6
When the world still remains "confined"... dispositions are already
being taken to see that, in a situation where so many things should
change, nothing changes. Health is the most important asset, and
both its treatment and prevention aspects should be taken into
account, always dealing with them with the highest professional
expertise, and leaving aside any other consideration. Because health is
a universal right. Big progress has been achieved in medical science,
but just a small portion has been shared. The big challenge is being
able to share and enlarge knowledge.

Faced with the threefold challenge of climate change and the deterioration of the biosphere, the extreme poverty and the nuclear threat - which
all require the immediate implementation of a new concept of security
and labour, a new lifestyle - we are living purposeless and without a
path to follow. Instead of promoting the search for balanced alternatives, instead of having each day a larger number of responsible
citizens who are the actors of their own destiny rather than mere
impassive spectators of events... Instead of raising our voice through a
big popular clamour, now that we can freely express ourselves... we are
easily intimidated, dazzled, and we walk aimlessly. It is clear to the wise
that the biggest problem humanity must face is not the difference but
rather the indifference, not the recognition of the equal dignity of all
human beings but rather supremacism and racism.

Gradually, epidemics - which have always existed and will continue to
exist - will become very serious pandemics because “human mobility”
will keep on growing. Until some decades ago, their propagation was
very scarce because the vast majority of mankind was confined to
small spaces and the transmission of disease outside its borders was
unlikely...
In the “Letter to the G20” that has just been signed by “world leaders as
a response to the global coronavirus crisis”, the measures agreed upon
are exactly the same as those implemented to tackle the 2008 financial
crisis, that is, the same measures which led to the present situation and
proved that markets cannot solve global challenges. To be able to
cope with global threats, a proportionate response from “We, the
peoples” is needed. Only a democratic multilateralism - and not the
plutocracy that represents the power of one sole country - will allow us
to rise to the occasion. The letter should have been addressed to
United Nations to reinvigorate the multilateralism and not to its main
opponent. It’s clear that if progress continues to be confused with the
GDP, there will be no heaven left for human beings, except tax
heavens.

The other possible world we all long for and deserve is today, more
than ever, possible. The mobilization of citizens should fill us with
hope.
As a scientist, I insist that a deep knowledge of reality is essential.
Otherwise superficial and biased information and appraisals will
continue to convey to the public a distorted image of facts and,
therefore, a distorted image of the measures that must be taken. We
need solutions. Firm steps towards the design of the new world.

Healthcare must be comprehensive and available for everyone. The
time for passivity and fear is over, and we must proclaim loud and
firmly that society will not make any concession when it comes to
issues on which many times life itself depends 7.

It would be a very serious irresponsibility to preserve the current patterns.
The solution is a genuine democracy at every scale: global (efficient
multilateralism), regional, local and individual. We must make without
delay the transition from force to word, and drastically reduce expenses on the security of a few in order to be able to ensure a dignified life
for everyone (food, health...).
We must pay attention to people who have moved from the squares

We are at a turning point. We must all speak out in order to build the
real democracies that are required at a local and global scale. The
growing social inequalities, the environmental deterioration, the
cultural, conceptual and moral debacle... all call for a radical change in
6 h�p://federicomayor.blogspot.com/2020/03/a-proposito-de-la-crisis-del.html
7 h�p://federicomayor.blogspot.com/2020/04/carta-al-g20-mas-de-lo
-mismo-no.html
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which should be available in all classrooms of every educational
institution and be thoroughly understood by members of parliament,
rulers, members of municipal councils and the media, because it is
one of the key documents that can inspire and guide the change of
direction that has now become so urgent— we can read the following
in the Introduction: “... We must join together to build a global sustainable society based on respect for nature, universal human rights,
economic justice and a culture of peace”... And we can also read in
“Principle 16: promoting a culture of tolerance, non-violence and
peace... encouraging and supporting mutual understanding, solidarity, cooperation among all peoples both within and among nations...
recognising that peace represents the integrity resulting from the
right relationship with oneself, with other individuals, with other
cultures, with other forms of life, with the Earth and everything we are
a part of”...

Continued from page 4
and avenues to the cyberspace and who may, if they make an appropriate use of the new information and communication technology,
mobilize thousands of citizens and help them become actors instead
of mere witnesses.
We must listen to them. We must pay attention to what they say because
they are and will fortunately be the leading actors of the “new dawn”.
We are living in a time of global crisis that has highlighted, more than
ever before, the errors of political, economic and social systems. States
have not been able to keep the markets under control and politicians
have failed, in general, in their role as mediators and guarantors of the
common good, thus casting doubts about their real mission; the
disproportionate ambition and selfishness of some “big merchants”
have prevented them from contributing to the well-being of citizens;
and society has not reacted appropriately when faced to their trickery
and fallacies, while most citizens have remained distracted and easy to
manipulate, without clearly rejecting the neoliberal consumerist
system.

Sometimes we are afraid to recognize that everything is in the end an
ethical problem. The financial crisis is only one visible part of a deep
crisis of democratic principles, which requires daring, imaginative and
inclusive solutions. A radical and urgent change based on human and
environmental sustainability has to be made so that all individuals
who breathe the common air of the Earth can exercise their right to
have a dignified life.

What can we, the "peoples", the billions of citizens relegated to the role
of mere puppets, do? We can speak. We can use our voice first of all to
be heard and then to listen.
If some irresponsible rulers decide, as President Donald Trump has
done, not to cooperate in reducing the risks that could lead to irremediably deteriorating the habitability of the Earth, there will be no other
choice, as mentioned before, but to call for large popular clamours,
both in the streets and in the cyberspace, so that it is "the peoples"
who take the reins of our common destiny into their own hands and,
by restoring democratic multilateralism 8 , finally exclude the oligarchic
groups of neoliberalism from world governance, whose drift is leading
to ecological and social upheavals (with a focus on supremacism) that
must now be dealt with urgently. We urgently need to build a new
concept of security. We urgently need a radical change in our lifestyle.

Arsenio Rodríguez quoted Ernesto Sábato in an excellent article of last
31 October 2019 in the “Wall Street International” that I read in
“Othernews”: “When we finally take the responsibility for the pain
infringed to others, our commitment will give some sense to us as
individuals and will place us beyond the inevitability of history...”. Only
if we can assume this commitment and be aware that we must join
millions of voices and millions of hands, will we be finally able to make
the peoples, the individuals, each one of us take the reins of our
destiny into our own hands, because we might be irrelevant as far as
quantity is concerned but extremely significant qualitatively.
It’s time for action, for an active resistance. Let’s follow the advice given
by the great Mario Benedetti to his son: “Son, / never surrender / please
/ don’t give up. / ... Because every day / is a new beginning”.

We know how urgent it is and we must dare do it. Otherwise —and
these are words written by Albert Camus that have had a great impact
on my life— we would run the risk of future generations despising us
because "we could have done so much, and we dared to do so little".

Federico Mayor Zaragoza

In the “Earth Charter: Values and Principles for a Sustainable Future” 9 -

Former Director General of UNESCO and
President of Fundación Cultura de Paz

8 h�ps://declaraciondemocracia.wordpress.com/
9 h�ps://cartadela�erra.org/

Book Review:
Hiroshima 1945 - Memory, Menace and Challenge
Continued from page 3

1940s' imperialism; its Peace Movement sustained strong
anti-Bomb witness. Soviet anti-nuclear peace proposals at UN are
not discussed.

'nuclear taboo' are signs of hope - and spurs to peace action. This
scholarly work is not a peace-campaigning text but very usefully
reveals Hiroshima's many meanings - supremely as Memory,
Menace and Challenge. As the Hiroshima Peace Park memorial
declares: "Rest in Peace. May it Never Happen Again."

Hiroshima's shadow darkened across Western Europe as US/NATO
built atomic bases in several countries, UK and France acquired
nuclear forces and Europe became cockpit of East-West nuclear
confrontation, with its grim multi-Hiroshima danger. Mass anti-nuclear sentiment erupted with new political forces - Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament and World Disarmament Campaign [predecessor of Uniting for Peace] in UK [oddly, this book omits these UK
campaigns, solely focusing West German ones]. These movements
and US counterparts eg. Nuclear Freeze persisted in public
pressure for Strategic Arms Limitation and Reduction treaties, with
real success. Key Third World states created the Non-Aligned Movement, rejecting East-West nuclear confrontation.
75 years after Hiroshima its shadow remains to be dispelled: total
abolition seems far away. Russia-US disarmament talks are frozen;
other nuclear states refuse to fulfil the NPT objectives; North Korea
remains a danger. Yet nuclear non-use since 1945 and global

The Age of Hiroshima: Ed. Michael D. Gordin & G. John
Ikenberry. Princeton University Press.
p.back £28.00.
ISBN: 9780691-193441.
Rev. Brian Cooper, UfP Vice-President.
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Peace Activism in Times of Coronavirus
What is my role?
Vijay Mehta
Introduction
In these dark times of Coronavirus crisis, we in the peace movement need to endeavour to build peace. Hence this article
provides a roadmap for peace activism which can also be served as
a model everywhere for violence prevention and building a peaceful world. Youth-led movements today are on the forefront
influencing policies in areas of peace, abolition of war, climate
change, violence reduction, inequality, hate, division and much
more.
Solutions and Actions for Peace Building

Peaceful Schools
Peace is needed now more
than ever in schools, by
pupils and teachers alike.
We need to introduce peace
education
in
primary,
secondary and special
schools with practical methods to improve pupil and
teacher wellbeing, combat
bullying and promote
peace both inside and
outside the school gates.
Adopt a simple 4 step
system
for
promoting
Vijay Mehta
positive peace in
individuals, relationships, the school community and the world.
That will involve holistic approach to reduce stress, promote
positive mental health, solve conflict, nurture potential of each
individual and encourage children to develop peacemaking skills
and values. By doing so, children and staff can transform their
school environment for the better.

Join a peace group in your area which works for replacing war by
cultivating Culture of Peace. Like, Uniting for Peace, Conscience:
Taxes for Peace Not War etc.
Invite a peace speaker to your event, workplace or community
Write a blog about promoting peace
Write articles for newsletters / newspapers and post it
on social media.
Study non-violence, conflict management, conflict
resolution and peace studies
Get in touch with your MP (Member of Parliament), Congress
man or Legislator and ask what steps they are taking for reduc
ing militarism and war, mitigating climate change and bringing
harmony in a divided society. Put forward questions for MPs to
ask the Parliament.

Schools can enable students to go out into the community as
peace workers and peace ambassadors, an example of which is
student activism for climate change challenging the society to
make laws for a better environment. Another example is the
Quaker Peace Education Programme in school project for ‘Fly Kites
Not Drones’

Campaign for opening Department for Peace which can work for
building peace, education and capacity building to solve
aggression and wars between countries.

Conclusion
There are 1.8 billion youth in the world who need empowerment
to actively involve in organisations, civic initiatives and activities in
peace building, social justice, addressing and overcoming violent
extremism and hate in communities. Movements like Black Lives
Matter, Me Too, Extinction Rebellions and others have what it takes
to change the world as the world is ready to be moved.

Work in the community for opening peace centres for reduction
of knife crimes, shootings, violence and help communities to
overcome their differences and tensions.
Make a personal commitment to non-violence and attend
non-vio lence and conflict resolution training

We have great examples of past and present leaders, M. K. Gandhi
(non-violence and Indian Independence Movement), Martin
Luther King (Civil Rights Movement), Nelson Mandela (African
National Congress Movement) and now Malala Yousafzai (Pakistani
Activist for Female Education), Greta Thunberg (Swedish Teen
Climate Activist) who have shown the world that people have a
powerful voice and overpowering will to change the future of the
world.

Read books about peace
Create art, music and painting in the theme of peace
Spread kindness, fairness, compassion, justice, equality, freedom
etc. values which underpin a good society.
Join a group for cultivating inner peace having calmness within
oneself. Then expand outward for harmony among people.
From outer peace at its largest level, peace is to live without
violent conflict or war opening the doors for world peace.
Social Media Activism
One of the most important development in the last decade is how
you can raise the profile of your campaign and activism by mobilising social media especially Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Youtube.
One of the most important thing I’d like to emphasise is the importance of hashtag, in order to assure your posts to go viral. One of
the examples is SeaLegacy who are doing admirable work by
cleaning the oceans and their hashtag is #TurningTheTide. Another
one is Extinction Rebellion which has a hashtag of #WhereIsYourPlan which has attracted millions of people, they are doing
wonderful work on climate change mitigation and environmental
protection. One of the most important recent movement (Black
Lives Matter) with the hash tag of #BlackLivesMatter have following of millions of people who use this hash tag daily to highlight
institutionalised racism and inequality in our society.

The unprecedented scale of the impact of Corona Virus (Covid -19)
pandemic gives rise to many questions about how our society is
organised and how our future society should be rebuilt. We can
build a better society not by wasting public money on wars and
military expenditure but how much we will spend on human
needs, to eradicate dehumanising poverty , mitigation of environ
mental disaster and avoiding a collapse of the economy and
create a way of life that is equitable and sustainable.
If we follow the above roadmap for Peace, then we can go a long
way in building a world of reconciliation, peace and harmony,
leaving the world of hate and division behind.
Vijay Mehta is an author, Chair of Uniting for Peace. This above is a
transcript of the talk given by Vijay Mehta at the 15th International
Conference of Conscience: Taxes for Peace Not War held at Edinburgh,
Scotland, November 2019.
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PEACE IN THE AGE OF COVID-19
Frank Jackson
In January this year the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists moved the
hands of its metaphorical “Doomsday Clock” forward to 100
seconds to midnight, the nearest it has ever been to Armageddon,
identifying two existential threats. The risk of a nuclear holocaust,
which has been a storm cloud over the planet for 75 years, is as
great as ever, with all nine nuclear weapon powers upgrading their
arsenals and flash points around the world. And the climate crisis
looms ever larger, while most efforts to combat it are totally inadequate. The Covid-19 pandemic has greatly exacerbated this
situation. The world must come together in the common cause of
securing humanity's future: viruses know no state boundaries. Yet
there has been an increase in nationalism, with the World Health
Organization, which should be co-ordinating the international
response, sidelined by many countries, in particular the US. The
response to this must be built on a recognition of our common
humanity, and the need for cooperation at all levels as the foundation of solutions to our common problems.

Armed conflict further aids the spread of the virus, while inhibiting
action to limit it. Hi-tech weapons are no defence against this
invisible enemy. Yet global military spending continues to increase:
now $1.93 trillion annually. We must continue to campaign against
this insanity, to oppose the arms trade, and to work for the
abolition of all nuclear weapons. The Nuclear Prohibition Treaty
(TTPN) now has 44 ratifications towards the 50 needed for it to
come into force. When that is achieved, pressure on the nuclear
weapon states to implement it must be intensified.
There have been some bright spots amid the gloom: international
scientific cooperation in vaccine development; Health Service
workers recognised and lauded for their dedication; the importance of “unskilled“ - and badly paid - jobs to the smooth running
of society highlighted; probably a long-term reduction in flying, a
significant contributor to global heating; rapid conversion of arms
maufacturers to producing medical equipment such as ventilators
shows what can be done. But there is much more needed and the
role of the peace movement remains crucial.

While the immediate focus, in the absence of a vaccine, is on
controlling the spread of the virus, in the longer term there will –
must - be fundamental changes in the world order. Inequality
between and within states has been highlighted and exacerbated
by the pandemic, while in turn the poorest suffer its worst effects.

Frank Jackson
UfP Vice-President

Movement for Abolition of War (MAW)
– AGM and Annual Lecture
MAW AGM and Annual Lecture
will take place on Saturday 7th
November, either as real life
event or online. A decision will be
taken in the light of government
guidance on the COVID-19 precautions and members will be
notified ASAP by MAW. At the moment, physical meetings are
restricted to 6 people outside. But if the prevalence of the virus
continues to decline, there is likely to be a change in the rules. The
speaker for the lecture is Fabian Hamilton, Labour Member of
Parliament for Leeds North East and Shadow Minister for Peace

and Disarmament. He
again appointed as
Minister for Peace
Disarmament
by
present Labour Leader
Keir Starmer.

was
the
and
the

For further information,
please visit:
www.abolishwar.org.uk

Fabian Hamilton
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OBITUARY: Frank Barnaby
out in detail in a pamphlet,
Dr Frank Barnaby, who has died aged 92, was a brilliant nuclear
NUCLEAR POWER & NUCLEAR
physicist who first worked at the Atomic Weapons Research EstabPROLIFERATION, published by
lishment, Aldermaston, but turned his back on the means of mass
WDC in 2008
destruction after witnessing nuclear weapon tests in Australia in
1956 and 1957. He devoted the rest of his life to campaigning for
Frank Barnaby made a great
peace and nuclear disarmament. He was Director of the Stockholm
contribution to the quest for a
International Peace Research Institute (1971-81). and Guest Profesnuclear weapon free world,
sor at the Free University of Amsterdam (1981-85), among other
though sadly we are still a long
prestigious posts. In addition to all his professional posts, he freely
way from achieving that goal. His
contributed his scientific expertise to many peace organisations,
legacy remains both in the record
including the World Disarmament Campaign (WDC), predecessor
of his work and in inspiration to
Frank Barnaby
of Uniting
for Peace. When
this Purposeful
was founded in 1979
by those
twoBrief
continue
it. By The Author Clive Wilson
Designing
The
World
–A
Review
wonderful nonagenarian peers, Fenner Brockway and Philip
In 1972 Frank married Wendy Field, an Australian diplomat he met
Noel-Baker, he became its Scientific Adviser. He was author and
in Stockholm. She later became a science journalist, author of The
The full title of this publication “Designing the Purposeful World – the
editor
of many articles and books, including The British Nuclear
Sustainable Development Goals as a blueprint for humanity” is deliberate.
Plague Makers, about biological warfare, reviewed in World
Weapons
Programme
1952-2002.
One
concern
was the
I was inspired
in December
when I first
readparticular
the draft for
the UN SustainaDisarm! November 1999. She survives him, together with their
relationship
between
and
of nuclear
ble Development
Goals civil
during
my military
Christmasuses
break.
The worldenergy,
being
children Sophie and Benjamin and five grandchildren.
described out
for the
2030
timehave
horizon
was exactly
one I held linked;
in my heart
pointing
that
they
always
been the
intrinsically
the
and
mind’s
eye.
I
had
just
finished
writing
“Designing
the
Purposeful
basic science and technology are, of course, the same. He spelt this
Frank Jackson, Vice-President, Uniting for Peace
Organization” and had mused in the final chapter that the principles
outlined in the body of the text could very easily be applied to the whole
world. There are eight principles in all and the first two are purpose and
vision. It seemed to me that world leaders at the UN had amazingly
described a very plausible and inspiring vision at the 2030 time horizon
and this was my call to write a sequel. In my new book, I use a very similar
construct, taking the reader (chapter by chapter) through eight robust
The
International
Peace
Bureau (IPB
giving
“conditions”
for success
– explaining
themhttp://www.ipb.org/)
in the context of globalissustainability.
particularly
inspired
Gore’s
“Reasons
for Hope”
its
2020I was
Seánalso
MacBride
Peace
PrizebytoAl two
groups,
Black
Lives
which explain
how
climate change
is being Campaign
mitigated and
have therefore
Matter
and the
International
Signature
in ISupport
of the
offered a “Reasons
for hope” chapter of my own peppered with mini case
ĂĐŬƉĂŐĞʹďĞĨŽƌĞƚŚĞůĂƐƚƐĞĐƚŝŽŶ
Appeal
of the
Hibakusha. Black Lives Matter is a decentralised
studies for each
 of the seventeen SDGs ranging from massive interventions
human
rights
Black liberation movement working in different
like the work
of Tesla’s Elon Musk, through famous achievements like that
of Malala Yousafzai,
the Pakistani activist for female education and the

ĂĐŬƉĂŐĞʹďĞĨŽƌĞƚŚĞůĂƐƚƐĞĐƚŝŽŶ
youngest Nobel
 Prize laureate – right through to inspiring contributions

Seán MacBride award for Black Lives Matter
and Hibakusha group
countries. The International Signature Campaign
Support of the
CliveinWilson
Appeal of the Hibakusha was launched in April 2016 in the name of
from lesser known ordinary people doing amazing things for our world.
prominent
of Hiroshima
and
Nagasaki,
demanding
the
The book is Hibakusha
a call to action
for every one
of us
to engage
with the world
complete
elimination
of nuclear
weapons.
forofPeace
is a
around us and
simply follow
our hearts
into actionUniting
in support
the world
we want to
leave for future
member
organisation
of generations.
International Peace Bureau

Wilson is the Chair of the Harrogate branch of the United Nations
UNITING FOR PEACE AGM ANDClive
SPRING
CONFERENCE 2018
Association
(UNA).
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International days are occasions to educate the public on issues of
Key events from September 21 – October 2, 2020:


concern,
to
mobilize
political
will
and
resources
to
address
global
21:Theme.
UN Day for [Details
Peace and the
UN 75th
Anniversary
High
A Panel
of Distinguished
this
– see
UfP
Website]

7KHPH Speakers will DiscussSep

problems, and
 to celebrate and reinforce achievements of humaniLevel
Event

Nearest tube: Old Street
ty. The existence
of international days predates the establishment

Sep 21-24: Sustainable Development Summit
 Nations, but the UN has embraced them as a powerof the United


A Panel
of Distinguished Speakers will Discuss Sep
this21-27:
Theme.
[Details
UN Climate
Week – see UfP Website]
ful advocacy
 tool. We also mark other UN observances

Sep
26:
UN
Day
for
the
Total Elimination
Nuclear

Nearestoftube:
OldWeapons
Street


Sep
30
UN
Summit
on
Biodiversity
More
details
see
UfP
website
|
www.unitingforpeace.org
|
For
registration,
please
contact


1. High
Level
Meeting
on Women
Vijay Mehta: vijay@vmpeace.org | 0207 791 1717 |Oct
Free
Public
Meeting
| Donations
Welcome



Oct
2:
UN
Day
of
Nonviolence


More details see UfP
| www.unitingforpeace.org
| For
registration,
please contact

Towebsite
participate
to any of the above events,
please
visit:
ĂĐŬƉĂŐĞʹďŽƚƚŽŵƐĞĐƚŝŽŶ
Vijay Mehta: vijay@vmpeace.org | 0207 791 1717 | Free Public Meeting | Donations Welcome

 https://www.un.org/en/observances/international-day-peace and scroll down to the "Related Observances"
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